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I returned to Mexico so many times because of the joy, music, colors, nature, old religion, and
outdoor lifestyle that goes with this gentle climate, Many of the negative things you hear about
Mexico do happen to some degree somewhere but are over reported to the neglect of wonderful
things. I returned because of the expat community, the marketplaces, personal medical care,
inexpensive living, but more. There is a spirit and soul to this Land of the Virgin that can move
you down deep. That is what this book is about.

"Incidence of Travel is a modern-day sequel to nineteenth-century archaeological traveler John
Lloyd Stephens’s classic Incidents of Travel, a charming set of essays on adventures in the field
by a talented archaeologist. This is an eloquent testimony to the challenges and rewards of
today’s archaeology, which provides an entertaining backdrop to a great deal of specialized, and
often frankly unexciting, research. If you’re a vicarious archaeological adventurer, this book is for
you."—Brian Fagan, Distinguished Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, University of California,
Santa Barbara, and author of The Intimate Bond"The reader gets to experience fascinating
places created mostly by ancient peoples in Ecuador, Peru, Argentina, and Colombia through
Moore’s descriptive, clear, and engaging narratives of his travels. His stories introduce the
reader to numerous archaeological sites and remains by describing what it is actually like to be
there experiencing and interacting with them today. . . . The whole world would enjoy
encountering South America with him as a guide."—Maria Bruno, Dickinson College"Jerry
Moore is one of our best and most original archaeologist writers. Everyone understands
archaeology as travel through time, but few researchers write about the travel through space
often required to understand the past—and then to understand how ancient people themselves
traveled. Incidence of Travel is a smart, funny, and enlightening journey through South America,
past and present."—William L. Fox, director of the Center for Art + Environment at the Nevada
Museum of Art"Jerry D. Moore understands landscapes at a deeply personal level and shows a
remarkable ability to describe them and their cultural nuances to people who might otherwise
find them wholly alien. Incidence of Travel: Recent Travels in Ancient South America amply
displays his whispering abilities."—Anthropology Book Forum --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorJerry D. Moore is professor of anthropology at California State
University, Dominguez Hills. His research focuses on cultural landscapes, the archaeology of
architecture, and human adaptations on the north coast of Peru and northern Baja California. His
research has been supported by the National Science Foundation, the National Geographic
Society, the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the Getty Research
Institute, the Institute of Advanced Studies (Durham, UK), and other agencies and foundations.
He is the author of Architecture and Power in the Prehispanic Andes: The Archaeology of Public



Buildings (1996), Cultural Landscapes in the Prehispanic Andes: Archaeologies of
Place (2005), Visions of Culture: An Introduction to Anthropological Theories and
Theorists (2012), the 2014 SAA Book Award winner A Prehistory of Home, twenty-five peer-
reviewed articles and book chapters, and sixty-seven professional papers. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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Books by Quentin R. KirkThe Moon Straight Overhead.......a personal account of my own
discovery of the soul of Mexico..........Ebook Library BooksWalking Home by
Starlight..........Poetic observations of out planet Earth........Ebook Library BooksLong Walks
Together..............Travel and living in foreign countries.........Ebook Library BooksWhere I Am.
Who I am.........Poetic observations of life on Planet Earth........Ebook Library BooksMexico:
Pictures in My Mind..........Lessons learned by living far from home.I wonder if this is how people
always get close: they heal each other's wounds; they repair the broken skin.Lauren
OliverI here is nothing more intimate in life than simply being understood and
understanding someone else.Brad MeltzerMexico: Pictures in My Mindby Quentin R.
KirkDedicationTo educators in schools and in books who prepared me for these pictures...a
deep and abiding thanks. And to all in this book, a great sea of people that you will meet...love.
To all those who pass these human insights on, on to anyone...this book is dedicated to
you. FORWARDThese poems are for those who do not normally read poems. They are not
intended to show cleverness, dexterity with words, or a huge vocabulary. Each poem hopes to
send a signal across the vast space between human beings. This signal says: “This is what I
see in the dark. This may be the way home.”They were written over a number of years in
university writing groups and for a large group of internet readers. Facebook tells be that they
have been loved 5000 times. You are invited to share any that speak to you to with anyone for
whom they might have meaning.This book is unhappy sitting on a shelf. When finished, pass it
on to anyone who comes to mind...or to a stranger.Ready? Let's begin...1 Let the Mountains
Sing TogetherWhen I walk aloneup into our blue, green mountainsI carry a pepper
sprayagainst.............I am not sure what.Today mountains sang "Let the rivers clap their
hands Let the mountains sing together for joy;"Wild flowers whispered: " Look at me, look at
me, look at me! No one has seen me!"I paused high above a small Mayan village,
watched...children playing, busy women moving about.But a Mayan man saw me, stopped,
studied me,began to walk in my direction carrying a machete.His demeanor said to me: You are
trespassing on sacred ground oryou are evil to us.He moves quickly toward me.I unlock a safety
catch on my pepper spray.I glanced momentarily at the village below....a small center church
caught my eye...its high Christian cross spoke to me: “If you love only those who love you,
what reward is there for that? Even corrupt tax collectors do that much.”It said to me: “Love
is patient and kind; love does not envy or boast; it is not arrogant or rude. it is not irritable or
resentful; it does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth. Love bears all things,
believes all things,hopes all things, endures all things..Suddenly he was right before me.But he
passed on byalmost brushing shoulders... a scent of work,fragrance of manly physical labor.On
down the path I could not resist looking back,nor could he.His look said: "Welcome to my world
strange person"and mine said: "Thank you."2 The Religion of Giant TreesOur neighborhood
lives, moves,and has its beingunder an incantation of foliage,noisy bird commotions,whispering



leaves.The little boy next door calls to mefrom his open window “Quentin, Quentin.”All he wants
is a wave,a wave from a-man-who-has-time,under huge branches, to wave.Today he came over
with his father againto see our cat.What is so magical, as fur that moves,has eyes, and a long
tail?But I do not know where it is.So I bring out Blanca’s coat folded in my armsholding it with fur
collar curled up.“El Gato esta durmiendo” I say, (cat is sleeping).He studies the fur, looks for
ears, for a tail,examines it closer, then bursts out laughing,.Yesterday he called out to me,met me
in the middle of the road,bright eyes, open faceto show me a complicated toywhen twisted
becomes a turtle.(Has he ever seen a real turtle?)He is delighted by his own demonstrationand
jabbers on in Spanishthings I cannot understand.“Muy bien,” I say a few times, “muy bien” (very
good).There may be more poems written than are read,Earthlings try to hold fleeting moments
up close,to love them, to look at them more slowly,and to save them, no matter how
impossible.Weeds become wild flowers.A child’s toy becomes delight, becomes a turtle.Poet
religion cast by giant trees(twice as tall for the child as for me!)becomes as pervasive as the
shade.3 A True Poem of Life? Imagine a knock on the dooryou open. A pleasant “You wanted to
see Me?”The great Hubble telescope revealed in the darkest skya vast multitude more
galaxies.Each can be homeof endless star and planet systems.Who/what made all this?Who/
what made all this?Emerson wrote: “We lie in the lap of an immense intelligence” Immense
Intelligence, please visit us.Please knock on our door.Please take any form.I want to ask: “Has
any life succeededin that vast dark older cosmos?”Has any found their true poem of lifebefore
they found an ultimate weapon?Has any life forms passed from self to us,from mine to ours,from
power to kindness?”Learned to love their planet?”Please visit usWe will watch for You.4 We
WinAlmost every daywe drive a short Mexican street to Central Park,to people, activity, colors,
smiles.We share the street with daydreaming walkers, wired cell phoners, sleepy dogs, cats,
strolling indigenous grandmas, a lost drunk or two, and children playing.On, on, on, past pot
holes in the road,sharing our narrow street with buses and oversize trucks.Slowly, carefully to
Central, but we arrive.We win.We arrive at our outdoor coffee shop andare followed and joined
by Loneliness Itself.But are also gradually joined by Earth friends...by Steven, Nancy, Erica,
James, and maybe you.Joined also by noise. Noise of cars, street sellers,nearby conversations,
street musicians,advertising speakers, shoeshine boys, distant music.Noise..But we sit, friends
in a circle.We tell the old stories one more time.We cover news, memories, orshare an
insightinto history or philosophy.Loneliness Itself? Oh he moves on to other tables.We smile, we
laugh.We win.5 Central ParkPretty Mayan women nursing babies -whole attractive families, five,
six kids,all so clean, polished,sit on park benches, watching...not the Mexicans of old movies.A
handsome Mayan man, the protector, and his pretty wife,the family center, with children,
babies,walking together with perhaps few young aunts, uncleswho live in the shadow of this
marriage.Dancing music, park lights, huge trees...here is the tree where Blanca broke piñatas as
a child.Notice if you make eye contact with a childor with a babythey will lock on to you.No one
looks at children straight until they are older.Notice an infant on a mother's back and she will
smile.Say “pretty baby” to her in Spanish and she will beam.Hot corn on the cob for sale plus



every sweet thing.Re-bars stick up from building tops -dreams of another floor.Cannot take
pictures of pretty familiesas I would like -Amish-like they say a firm NO.Birds comment from dark
trees overhead;fragrance of cooking;a remembered look from my own childhoodof children'
faces as they waitfor father, god-like, to buy them ice cream cones.Hundreds of people but no
eye glasses in the whole park.Chief of police touches me comradely on the shoulderas he
passes to say: you, strange person,are welcome here.A Mayan baby cries,in the universal
language of babiescolors, dancers minglingMany people walking, walking, walking.They smile
at us as we pass,drunks want to shake our hands,because they saw us dance last nightand we
joined their humanity.6 The Lonely PlanetLonely not for peoplebut for meaning,for joy. For
love..Gladys Greening come back and wow our collegeart class with colors, surprises, laughter,
andyour pleasant, wild inspirations.Make us a family again.Come back Russian soldiers I met in
peacetime Germany.You smile as I do, move as I do,Fear became friends.Lonely for a voice in
any deep, easy conversationthe voice that refines all our inner convictionsa bit.Lonely for the
time when our large congregation sangdown by the river under dark trees,longing for a new life
in Heaven andfeeling a passing shadow of deep, magical community.Lonely for Cosmic
Beingsin the older universebeyond the reach of the great Hubble telescopeWhy have you left us
here alone?Speak to us. Send us a message.Lonely for The Immense Intelligencethat created it
all.Please, knock at our door. Visit us.We are lonely.7 Speaking to the WorldThrobbing of night
sounds of deep country,then a first light streaked across a dirt floor,baby stirred..Morning
movement in this far off tiny adobe house.by a hillside corn patch.She moved about.Small fire in
a clay oven, fragrances of food.Today is the day of flowering!All up now, sunlight, dressing,
washing in creek water,husband and wife quiet talk.She spread a paper out on the floor thatthey
had lettered carefully yesterday in Spanish,not their first language.He secured it to long
sticks,the message of their being,the message to the world.They left walked closely together on
a winding path,He carried the baby, she the rolled up sign anda small bag.Slow circling of
vultures overa countryside out of Heaven.Heavy dew on a multitudes of tiny flowersAfter an hour
they arrived at a rutted clay road.Moving pickup trucks, one stopped.They are helped into the
back bybright clean brown friendly people.Smiles and comments in an ancient Mayan
language.Many, many pickup trucks joined and followed each otherin a long centipedewith a
cargo of men, women, children, folded signs.Arriving in the city, to central park they all unfolded
messagesto the world.Their neighbor's sign said in Spanish:DO NOT CONTAMINATE OUR
NATIVE SEEDSWITH GMOsThey heard the Bishop speak clearly enforcing, elaboratingthe
messages of the signs.Their own sign said in Spanish:LOVE THIS LIFELOVE THIS LANDDO
NOT DESTROY ITLIVE IN IT. 8 Memory: Business Meeting in Central Park1. Yesterday we
joined some business friends in Central Park to discuss business. Next to us, facing the band
stand, was a Mayan mother and four children sitting crowded on a park bench. They were
staring blankly at the stone bandstand. I walked over and gave each child a small bright colored
toy car. Wide awake! They inspected it quickly,...wheels that turn! Bright logos! Then all looked at
mother. “Is this real? Do we get to keep it?” She smiled and thanked me. They understood and



jumped up and began test drives on the ground, on hand rails, and everything flat. I returned to
the business meeting for awhile but I was not needed.The music took a faster upbeat and I
began to dance a little in place. I am a dancing man. The children came running. They watched
and then moved a little themselves. We were off and running! Watch this! See this fast turn. I can
do that also. Spinning is great too! Then the oldest one began to jump to the beat of the
music...so we all did. Those walking by paid us little attention, smiled...this is Mexico. We traded
and borrowed each others best moves. The mother smiled, beamed. They tried to get her to
dance. She almost did. Finally the music stopped. So quiet. The business meeting concluded.
Slowly I said a goodbye to each child and to the mother. We all looked sad. Why did it have to
stop? I walked away slowly turning and waving back every so often. They watched frozen but
returned each wave. I think they wondered: “Who was that masked man?” And the mother
maybe answered (softly, wistfully) : “I think it was the Lone Ranger.” In the distance, maybe, they
heard the music rise and a “Hi oh Silver away!” 2. A few days ago on a crowded downtown
walkway I took a misstep, stumbled, and crash! Bang! I went tumbling! It must have looked fatal.
Then two wonderful things happened. First, people came running from all directions to help me.
By people I mean Mayans in their own uniforms, hippies in theirs, foreigners from far off places in
theirs, locals, everyone! The world wanted to help me. And the second surprise? I got up
unhurt! 3. Since I have retired I have lived under water breathing through a straw. I live on tiny
kindnesses. I go downtown by a small bus sometimes. The same bus used by Moses to cross
the Red sea. Each surface I touch is shiny from the caresses of a thousand hands. The driver's
helper boy will help anyone with packages, bags, domestic animals, or burdensome age. I bring
on board a dozen imaginary prong horned antelopes and avisualization of eight portable
outhouses. Helper boy does not object."Good morning" I say to my fellow passengers....faces I
saw on Mayan monuments are riding beside me today. They all do the butt squeeze polka to
make room for me. Lots of smiles and eye contact. Sitting down I can stare out at moving Mexico
(the default) or I san sing! I sing "My life Moves on in Endless Song," or "Kumbaya", others. Or I
play my harmonica; or pass out tiny toy cars to the children. The seat cushions are scarred with
memory of, maybe, screw drivers. The driver's perch, his home away from home, is decorated
with pictures of Jesus, Mary, and of his children. It has Coke bottles, a stack of CDs, mysterious
objects and a few suspended baby shoes. He has a cracked window of, perhaps, Chinese
writing, a seat welded in a few places, has soothing music about love, and a personal gold cloth
fringe around his windshield. He will stop anywhere for anyone and is polite as if he owned stock
in the company. We pass coins up to his boy helper. We say "thank you" to him when we leave
as if the ride were free. I nod to my fellow adventurers as I step down. Standing alone now I
realize that I received warmth from these human contacts. I receive some reassurance, and if
you live underwater, every breath counts. 4. The truth may be that we are all lost from any
sense of "home." Maybe this lost is a home in itself if we could all see each other! Imagine the
lost of the poor religious person who clings to his childhood religious "beliefs" because they
ground him in his childhood...Mohammad flew from Mecca to Jerusalem literally on a winged



horse, Jesus died to take away the sins of the world in some literal sense, the Red Sea actually
parted for the Israelites, Secretly encrypted in these poems is the message that life style will
save you, or that universal love will save you, that clan loyalty will save you. It will save you from
an absolutely terrifying loneliness of this planet, a planet itself lost in some vast overkill of
distances, inexplicable stars staring at us, worlds, mysteries, and with lives spooked about by
death. Tell us a story about what all this means, and when we fall out of it into a terrible darkness
of death, what does that mean? Tell us a convincing story. Tell us that your story comes from a
magical source, a source beyond the trillions of galaxies in the night sky, and beyond all time
that we see embedded in the stratified rocks of earth's cliffs and mountains. Hold on to each
other, hold on to the children, and to the least among us. Hold on. (this is a
chapter from Quentin R. Kirk's book Long Walks Together, Ebook Library books)9 Night
WalkingRemembering a summer night's walk in the country,moist, cool, insect sounds, crying of
frogs,calling of night birds in dark trees“Here I am” they all say “Answer me,can you hear me?
Here I am.”In the distance a brightly lit country church materialized,an apparition.I entered
quietly, settled in a back pew.Singing, heartfelt and hopeful, followed. The minister, at the end of
his dignified service, askedeveryone to close his eyes. He said a prayer for the congregation.
Then, all eyes remaining closed,he asked if any individuals were hurting in any way and would
like to come forward to receive apersonal prayer and blessing. Two girls bravely left their seats
and came to him. Heads together atthe pulpit railing, they talked quietly for some time then
prayed together while night sounds joinedour service from the open windows.He then asked if
anyone felt that he was called at this time to be “saved.” A young boy, crying veryquietly, came
forward alone. Again they talked together in a low voice (all heads still bowed). A white-haired
man came from the audience and put his arm around the boy as they prayed together.I
remembered an old song:I who made the stars of nightI will make their darkness brightWho will
bear my light to themWhom will I send?Here I am Lord. Is it I, Lord?I have heard You calling in
the night.The service concluded. The minister stood at the large door, and talked with each
person as the congregation slowly filed out.The boy who was saved told me later that he went
forward, not to gain eternal life, or to have Jesus do any special favors for him, but because: “I
want to be a good person. When I die, I want my lifeto have meant something.”He said he did not
know why he was crying but the experience was wonderfuland that he felt “different and
better.”Walking home,fragrances from the woods perfumed the world,night sounds became
alive,stars brightened to the burning point.
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Joe S., “A Journey through the life and soul of being human.. A wonderful book! A beautiful and
inspiring walk through an amazing life. Quentin so vividly forms pictures and emotions in his
poetry it is like being there with him.A journey through Mexico and into the soul of being human.
This book gives hope. As long as there are artists, poets, musicians, dancers, thinkers,
philosophers...people like this author, there can be hope.”

The book by Jerry D. Moore has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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